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Official Publication of the Students of Hope College at Holland Michigan
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Mr. Baughman's Students
Board of Trustees Invites To
Prof. Welmers Graduation Climaxes
Present Vocal Recital
Dr. Lubbers To Be President
>

At the meeting of the board of trustees last Wednesday,
it was unanimously decided to invite Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers
of Central College, to become president of Hope College, succeeding President Wichers, who is leaving to become vicepresident of Western Michigan College of Education.
The life and experience of Dr. Lubbers make him very
well qualified to fill the position, should he accept. His undergraduate days were spent here at Hope, from which he graduated in 1917. He also attended Western Theological Seminary. Having served in the World War until December of
1918, he became principal of Hope
High School in Madanapalle, India. Later returning to this country, he became professor of English here (1928-929), professor of
education and psychology at Car-'
roll College, Wisconsin (1930-1934),
and president of Central College at
Pella, Iowa.

Irwin J. Lubbers

Dr. Lubbers received his master
of arts degree at Columbia University and his doctor of philosophy degree at Northwestern.
He is author of the book, College
Organization and Administration,
published in 1932.

ANCHOR Receives
First Class Rating
The Anchor has again been the
recipient of the First Class rating
of the critical committee of the
Intercollegiate Press Association.
One copy of each Anchor was
sent to the Association during the
first semester. Judging was done
by the Committee on the basis of
coverage, balance, originality, content and organization of news Miss Elaine Meeusen and Viv Dykestories, features, editing, typogra- ma were elected Associated Editors
phy and make-up. In almost every of the 1945-46 Anchor by the stuinstance the rating was "very dent body at a general election held
good" or "excellent." The Anchor j last Monday. The Board of Pubthis year was just twenty points j
lications named five candidates
below the All-American rank.
from the present sophomore class
This system of rating makes it
who were eligible because of their
possible for the staff to analyze ;
ability to assume responsibility and
and evaluate the work done on the !
general interest, literary acumen.
paper. Accompaning the rating
was an excellent scorebook giving
The selection of the 1946-47
numerous constructive criticisms Anchor will be made next spring
for the improvement of the paper. from these newly elected Associate
The rating for second semester and being rushed. There were
will be received early next fall as duties in September, serving under
well as certificates of award.
Ruth Joldersma, Editor-in-chief.

Associate Editors

For Anchor Elected

James Muilenberg, Hope *20, Christens
Hope-Victory" A t Launching In West
We have received a letter from
James Muilenberg, Hope '20, professor of the Department of Old
Testament Literature and Semitic
Languages at the Pacific School of
Religion at Berkeley, California,
describing the launching of "Hope
Victory." The following is an excerpt from his letter and the speech
he delivered at the ceremonies:
The launching of "Hope-Victory"
was a grand success in every way.
The ship itself was very beautiful,
and the launching was extremely
impressive. Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Kaiser were both present and they
had invited a number of the notables from the San Francisco
UNCIO as their guests. Among
them were Major and Mrs. George
Fielding Eliot, Mr. and Mrs. H.
V. Kaltenbom, and many other internationally known correspondents
and radio analysts. It was a strikingly cordial and democratic group
so that Mayme and I came to know
them very well.
Prof. Muilenberg delivered the
following speech:
Among the many thousand cities
which fashion us into a great
American commonwealth, a few reflect in vivid fashion the country
of their origin. Little Denmarks,
Norways, and Polands have grown
up throughout our land. On the
shores of Lake Michigan there
rises a little Holland, a Holland
whose atmosphere is still redolent
of the ways and thoughts of the
homeland. Here each year men
gather from f a r and wide to celebrate the festival of the tulip time.
The streets sound with the beat of
wooden shoes on pavements scrubbed by matrons and their daughters of a newer Netherlands.
In this arresting spot pioneers
once built a college. I t was an
expression a t once of their dreams

and
their
convictions. T h e y
dreamed of a place where their
youth might master the disciplines
of sound learning. They dreamed
of men whose minds might be
shaped by ideas of honor and faith
and dignity. Their dreams were
forged into convictions, their convictions into reality. The college
they built they gave the name of
HOPE. The anchor was the symbol of their trust and the words of
Scripture "Hope thou in God" the
war-cry of their continuing faith.
For many decades men and women have streamed from the doors
of the little college into the thoroughfares of the world. They have
ventured forth into the f a r comers
of the earth to express in their
own way what the college symbolized and proclaimed. This launching of HOPE-VICTORY is not
merely a tribute to the college; it
is a sign and symbol of her very
self. May this ship, like the college whose name she bears, sail
forth, steer for the deep waters
only, and return from her voyaging
crowned with honor, and victory,
and peace.

Students of Mr. Stanley Baughm.m, the vocal instructor of Hope
College, will present a voice rec ; tal tonight at 8:00 P. M. in the
H ipe Memorial Chapel. Each student will sing two selections and
all will be accompanied by Mr.
Baughman. The program includes
the following numbers:
I Know a Lovely Garden
Guy D'Hardelot
Com? Down to Kew
Carl Dies
Rosemary Finlaw
Rose in the Bud
Dorothy Forster
A May Morning
A1 Dinva
Marian Dame
Sing Me to Sleep
^...
Que Soegno Non S'accenae (The
Magic Flute)
V
Henry Stilwagen
Mary (Old Scotch)....T. Richardson
Cherry Ripe
Charles Horn
Myra Brower
The Rose
Joseph Clakey
Ecstacy ....William Morse Rummel
Jean Snow
Carols
Bryceson Trehame
Sounds
Gustav Klemn
Betty Brinkman
EI Alma del Core
A. Caldora
With Joy the Impatient Husbandman
J. Hayden
Tim Harrison
Tell Me O Blue, Blue Sy
Vittorio Gianoune
We Two Together
Marshall Kemachan
Frieda Grote
Recitative an aeria—"Arm, arm
e brace"
F. F. Handel
The Program Song
P. Tschaikowsky
Calvin Malefyt
A Memory
Rudolph Ganz
The Years at the Spring
Mrs. H. H. A. Brach
Helen Van Dyke
Ships that Pass in the Night
T. W. Stephenson
The Two Grenadiers
Robert Schumann
Richard Vriesman
Down Here
Brahi
Hills
La Forge
Ruth Ann Poppen

French Club Elects
Ellison as President
French Club held its last meeting of the year at Miss Lichty's
home on May 10. Election of officers took place with the following
results: President, Ruth Ellison;
vice president, Dorothy Atkins;
secretary, Phylis Voss; treasurer,
Martha Van Saun.
After a short business meeting,
the evening was spent playing
b r i d g e and refreshments were
served by Miss Lichty.

Natalie Bosman Elected
English Majors Prexy
Natalie Bosman was elected president of the English Majors Club
at a meeting held May 8 in the
home of Prof. Clarence De Graaf.
Other officers elected were Dorothy Wyenberg, vice president, and
Alice Laughlin, secretary-treasurer.
The program, of which Edna Mae
Richards was in charge, opened
with a conundrum from each person present. Various members of
the novel club reviewed one of
the novels they had read during
the year. Those taking part were
Elaine Scholten, Natalie Bosman,
Mary Elizabeth Aldrich, Elaine
Bielefeld and Dorothy Wyenberg.
Following this a discussion of the
modem novel was held and games
were played. Mrs. De Graaf and
Mildred Scholten served refreshments.

Spanish Club Organizes;
Mrs. Prins to Be Sponsor
*

Dr. Wichers Entertains
Seniors at Reception
At a traditional reception in
their home, President and Mrs.
Wynand Wichers entertained the
seniors, 1946 February graduates
and other guests Monday night,
May 21.
Miss Ethelyn Metz, local voice
teacher, held her audience with her
readings, and Mrs. George Lumsden, '43, well-known at Hope as a
soloist, sang two groups of numbers.
Delicious refreshments w e r e
served by junior girls.

A Spanish Club was organized
on May 14th at the home of Senora
Prins. The program, in charge of
Phylis Barense, began with a report on South American news by
Louise Rove. Jean Timmerman and
Glenna Gore presented an original
Spanish skit that was very much
enjoyed.
Peggy Bakelaar presided over
the election. Those elected were
as follows: President, Glenna Gore;
vice president, Marian Reus; secretary-treasurer, Vada Mae EfhtL
After the singing of Spanish
songs Mrs. Prins provided refreshments. The meeting adjourned
with the playing of the records of
"Ballad f o r America."

School Year Activities
N. V. Peale, F. M. Potter To Be Speakers
For Baccalaureate, Commencement

The services for the graduating class of nineteen-hundred
forty-five will begin in the Hope Memorial Chapel on Sunday
evening, June third.
Dr. Wichers will preside over this service and some thirty
members of the graduating class, the Girls' Glee Club and
choir, and the faculty will form the processional. Dr. F. M.
Potter, General Secretary and Treasurer of the Board of
Foreign Missions in the Reformed Church will be the

Y Cabinet Hold
Lake Retreat
Thomas E. Welmers
Retires From Hope

Y Retreat, and annual spiritual
highlight in the program of YMYW cabinet members, was held
last Thursday afternoon and evening at Gunn's cottage on Lake
Michigan. After an hour of recreation Bill Haak conducted the afternoon devotional period. A discussion of joint Y problems and events
for the coming year was led by Bill
Brandli, Y.M.C.A. president. After
supper which was planned by Y
social chairmen Luella Pyle and
Harold Des Autels, devotions were
conducted by Marian Mastenbroek.
Libby Romaine, Y.W.C.A. president, presided at a discussion of
general Y problems concerning
weekly Y meetings and social and
campus need of Y. Following the
business meeting Rev. Henry Vermeer, pastor of the Central Park
Reformed church, spoke on the
subject "Maintaining the Spiritual
Glow." He said that in order to
maintain the experiences it is necessary to keep in prayerful contact
with God. Secondly, a Christian
must show this wonderful faith to
all with whom he comes in contact.

baccalaureate speaker. He will take
his topic from Matthew 7:1-26 as
title for his address "Foundation."
The music for the service has
been arranged by Mrs. Snow. The
choir will sing two numbers, "O
Gladsome Light," by Norden and
"All Creatures of Our God and
King," by Chapman.

GRADUATION EXERCISES
To show our deep appreciation
to Prof. Welmers the student body
Wednesday evening, June 6, at
honored him with a token of our
7:30 the seventy-ninth graduating
esteem and affection at the May
class of Hope College will process
Day Banquet, May 18.
down the aisle of Hope Memorial
HERE TWENTY-FIVE YEARS
Chapel to receive their degrees.
In June, 1945, Thomas E. WelThe college has secured the emimers, Voorhees Professor of Greek
nent preacher psychologist Dr.
and also the Registrar, marks the
Norman Vincent Peale as the comcompletion of twenty-five years of
mencement speaker. The subject of
devoted service to Hope College.
his address will be "Don't Miss the
Prof. Welmers has freely given to
Fine Things Life Can Be."
Hope of his Christian principles
Miss Frieda Grote, senior gradand ideals, abundant knowledge
uate, will play a piano solo, Chopand congenial personality. He has
in's "Fantasie Impromptu C #
given a part of himself to this colMinor." Miss Ruth Ann Poppen,
lege and for this, students and
also graduating, will sing "Hymn
alumni will be ever grateful. It
to the Night," by Campbell Tipton.
is difficult to capture the spirit of
SENIOR AWARDS
man who has unconsciously made
In addition to conferring the
himself an integral part of Hope
College.
bachelor of arts and science degrees, a few students will be gradProfessor Welmers has long been
uated with cum laude and magna
associated with Hope. In 1903 he
cum laude. The senior honors will
received his A. B. from this colalso be awarded at this service.
lege completing the four year
The Southland Medal will be given
course within three years. He then
to the senior girl, chosen by a dessptnt four years in Princeton, New
" Y " News
ignated
faculty committee, who
Jersey, studying three years at the
Mothers
and
"adopted"
mothers
has
maintained
the highest standTheological Seminary' eaming his
B. D. degree and one year at the of Hope's Y.W, members were ard of all-round scholarship, charguests at the special Mother- acter, and usefulness during her
University.
Daughter meeting which was held four year residence; the senior
STUDIED ABROAD
Tuesday, May 15th at 7:00 in the Bible prize will be awarded to the
After completing his work in Y. room. Following a short song
this country, Professor Welmers service led by Barbara Tazelaar, student who submitted the best
studied three semesters at the Ber- Mary Lou Hemmes read the poem, essay on "The Beliefs of the Chrislin University. Mr. and Mrs. Wel- "A Mother's Love," and Pat Has- tian Faith in Life After Death;"
mers toured the European coun- kins played a cello solo, "Inter- the A. T. Godfrey Chemistry prize;
tries visiting especially Germany, mettzo" accompanied by Myra the Otto VanderVelde All-Campus
Italy, Switzerland, and the Neth- Klies. Devotions were conducted Award; the Board of Education
lands. Mrs. Welmers said, "they by Barbara Tazelaar followed by a prize; and the music prize will also
be awarded to seniors deemed eligsaw everything of importance."
trio composed of Marian Dame,
After their retum to this coun- Harriet Hains and Elaine Meeusen ible by faculty committees f o r
try Prof. Welmers was the prin- who sang "That Wonderful Mother these prizes.
On Friday, June 1 a t 11:30 a. m.
cipal of the Northwestern Classical of Mine" accompanied by Nellie
Academy, Orange City, Iowa, for Mae Ritsema. Lois Van Wyck, flut- the seniors will rehearse f o r the
twelve years. In 1920, Mr. Wel- ist, played "Monastery Gardens" Baccalaureate service and on Wedmers was called to Hope College as with Ruthe Hoffman as accom- nesday, June 6, at 11:00, they will
professor of Greek. In 1925 he panist. Short inspirational talks on rehearse for the graduation servalso assumed the work of Regis- Mother - Daughter relationships ice.
trar.
were presented by Elaine Bielefeld,
Prof. Welmers has taught Latin, Peg Bakelaar and Dorothea Dison. a dinner at Keefer's Restaurant on
Greek, and Dutch during his resi- "My Mother's Prayers" was the May 15. Rev. Paul E. Hinkamp
dence here.
solo sung by Mary Ellen Brower, read the charge to the new offiwhich was accompanied by Anna cers and cabinet members. Brief
Marie Wyngarden. At the close of speeches were made by retiring
the candle light service Mary Lou president Dick Hine and the new
Hemmes read the poem, "Faith of president Bill Brandli.
Rev. Hoffmaster. Pastor of the
Our Mothers."
First
Methodist church, was the
Installation services for Y cabiguest
speaker
at the Y.M. meeting
Early in the moming of V-E net members were held following
held
last
evening.
t)ay. Pi Kappa Delta, honorary national speech fraternity, met at the
Warm Friend Tavern for the anFellow Students:
nual breakfast. The speaker of the
moming was Miss Ross, who disBefore the College opens again in the Fall, I shall have comcussed the possibility of building
pleted my work here and have moved on to another field of servup women's oratory to the position
ice. The last fourteen years have been very busy years and often
it used to have on Hope's campus.
difficult years, but all in all as pleasant as the sixteen years which
At the close of the meeting the
I enjoyed so much as a member of the Faculty. Now I am moved
president, Harriet Stegeman, preto address this simple word to all the students now in residence,
sented a g i f t to John Hains, in
all of whom I call friends. I express gratitude for your unfailing
appreciation of his help with
good will and your manifest desire to cooperate in every way for
forensics this year. Alumni memthe cause of old Hope. I love this College. I honor her for what
bers present were Rev. and Mrs.
she has done in the world and for the goals that are before her.
Kruithof and Corinne Poole. FreshI rejoice in the fact that I have had opportunity to work with
man debaters, Jean Watson and
others to improve campus and physical facilities, to increase the
Gretchen Bruins, were also present.
endowment funds, to raise the standards of academic work, to
enlarge the place the College holds in the affections of our people.
But this is only foundation work. Those who come after us can
safely build upon it a greater Hope College. I can confess to an
emotion of sadness and to heaviness of heart as I prepare to leave
you. But I believe that all the compulsions that led me to make
the decision are still valid. I hope that God may abundantly bless
faculty and students in the coming years. From time to time I
shall feel free to look in on your activities, provided you don't
Alan Staver was elected presifence me o u t
dent of the Hope College Student
I am very happy about the choice of my successor. Dr. Lubbers
Council on May 17. Alan has been
is an experienced administrator who has done a great job ^ h e r e
active in many activities on the
he is. He will have my support and I believe that you wili give
campus and has had much executo him the same allegiance that you have so generously afforded
tive experience. Runner up f o r the
me.
office, Joyce Van Oss, will be the
WYNAND WICHERS
Continued on Page Three

Pi Kappa Delta Has

Annual Breakfast

Alan Staver

Elccted Prexy
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Member
Pbsocialed Golefiicfe Press
Editor-in-Chief
Associate Editors
Business Manager
AssisUnt Business Manager

Helen Wilhelm
..Ruth Joldersma, Joyce Van Oss
Elaine Scholten
Dorothy Wyenberg

Denr G. I. Hope:
There is scads of news to write
so I'll chase the remnants of
"Pomp and Circumstance" left over
from yesterday from my brain and
sizzle down to giving you the latest
communiques from the four corners
of the world.

STAFF
Feature Editor
Rose Seith
Society Editor
Marie Jenkins
"Camp to Campus" Editor
Polly Naas
Typists
Vivian Dykema, Helen Wagner, Harriet Haines
Circulation Manager
-....Verladyne Saunders
EDITORIAL

MANAGERIAL
KinuBfield

Pyle
V. Dykema
Meuaen
J . Muelendyke
L. Muelendyke
G e r t r u d e Vredeveld
Van W y k
BieleFeld

(iorf
Huben
M. Schoulten
Elaine P r i n a
B. Bilkert
Kile
Bosman

I'ntbal

Shi finer
Danbof
Smallejran
Gyabcra

Barenae
Wixaman
tYedericka

CIRCULATION
C. Schoutten
Dame
Hkae
P . Voa
Maaten brook
Kitaema

lie Jung

Elliaon

M. Younc

Hoapera
Bruina

Bult

Ripatra
Schippera
Terborf

Published every two weeks during the school year by the students of Hope
College.
Entered as second class matter at the post office of Holland, Michigan, at
Last, but not the least, of our
special rate of postage provided for in section 1103 of Act of Congress seniors to be interviewed is Elaine
October 3, 1917, and authorized October 19, 1918.
Scholten — one of New Jersey's
fair flowers. Elaine plans to teach
Mail subscriptions, one dollar per year
for a few years, just as a pastAddress — The Anchor, Hope College, Holland, Michigan
time you understand, until Paul —
Telephone 9436
the object of her favorite vocaP R I N T E D AT OLD N E W S P R I N T E R Y
tion completes his world travels
If she applies herself half as diligently to the "stop gap" as she
does to her major interest, we can
be assured of her success.
Elaine is an insatiable reader
but her taste is discriminating am
she possesses those qualities of an
able critic of good literature.
There exists in the realm of modern medicine a paradox,
Only when you really know her
the most perplexing and most shocking that has been un- can you fully appreciate Elaine's
earthed in the period of this second World War. Medicine is delicate sense of balance and apflourishing — growing rapidly. Its adances in chemotherapy, praisal. She is very observant and
physiotherapy, and surgery have far exceeded any previous draws a fine line in distinction on
goals. The dignity of life has increased in value, yet side debatable subject matter.
by side two forces surge for domination — one which empha- One of the goals of an educator
sizes the preservation of this human life and the other, the is to condition students to possess
antithesis of it, which extinguishes the spark of life of a mind at home in the universe.
When considering Elaine, the edupolitical prisoners, criminals, conscientious and religious obcators can be justly proud of themjectors, and those imprisoned for refusal to work. All of this selves.
in one of the chief cultural foci dedicated to the advancement
Elaine is in the true sense of the
of science.
word, a student but mixes with
We have occasionally laughingly called ourselves Human that enough of the social to live
a rather agreeable life.
Guinea pigs, but after viewing evidence of the insufferable
We present to you — the saluatrocities of Dachau, Nordhousen, and Bouchenwald, the tatorian of the class of 1945 —
words become as gall. The glory and brilliance of recent Elaine Sylvia Scholten.

Elaine Scholten

Perverted Progress

experimentation and research to better mankind grows dim,
and a sickly green feeling clamps on our minds. With the
same general pattern running through all these different
camps, the prevailing conditions could not have been accidental, but rather demon-like starvation, abuse and murder
all point to a systematic extermination of all dissentents, not
only Germans, but all Europeans who have been dominated
by the Nazi new order. Suffice it to say, in passing, that
Germany is not the only vagrant from decency and character — Russia likewise is hardly less notorious than its
counterpart, but the seclusion of Russia discourages investigation.

with all the tenement buildings leveled to the ground. It was heartbreaking to see what was once one
of the most beautiful cities in the
Orient. My heart went out with
compassion to the million or more
homeless people — some of whom
had stayed throughout the JapaFirst of all the service men were
nese occupation and others who are
represented at May Day by Cpl.
daily returning from the hills.
^eonard Dick of the Army Air
Forces.
We are fortunate in being in one
of the few, the very few buildings
Lt. Cornelius Groenewoud is a raremaining. Of course it has no roof
dar instructor stationed at Fort
and the windows are all shot out
Monmouth, New Jersey. Cpl. "Con"
of it — but it's a building. So if
VanderWoude whose pre-induction
any of the fellows put in here have
occupation used to be "jack-of-allthem look me up. I'm in Naval
trades" in Voorhees is now a Proheadquarters building and work
vost Marshal in Karachi, India.
out of Preventive Medicine OfEns. Robert Strabbing is now stationed at Dallas, Texas where he is fice. In fact we sleep outside of
taking flight training in the Navy the door in a tiled corridor between
our laboratory and the office.
Air Corps.
At my former station the people
Ens. Jack Baaa flying off a carlived
in ignorance, filth and poverty
rier in the faithful torpedo bomber
in
grass
huts. Here, they live in
of the Fleet — the L.B.M. writee:
filth,
poverty
in the gutter, or what"Our entire group consists of a
ever
kind
of
a shelter they can
gang of rough and ready flyers and
piece
together
out of the rubbish
we'll deal punishment to someone."
heap.
He met Eddie Dibble somewhere in
the islands and had the usual Hope
The population is very cosmopoligab fest with him. Eddie is a Lieu- tan—natives, Chinese, Irish, Dutch,
tenant flying P.B.M.'s over the Pa- Spanish, P o r t u g e s e , Koreans,
cific. Jack sent a copy of a poem Americans, etc., etc., etc. Many
written by a battleship sailor which have just recently been released by
I hope every one of you Hope men the Japs or freed by the Yanks.
whose home is on a postage-stamp They look upon the Americans as
of a carrier in the great expanse of liberators. Everyone of them is a
the Pacific will really like.
hero. You can not walk down the

"An Oprn Letter to a Carrier Pilot"
"Blessings on you, little man
Fly, fly boy, with coat of tan,
Though still damp behind the ears.
Actions count far more than years.
We were just an also-ran
You, who rogered Tojo Sam,
May you in your hour of need
Never lose your flying speed!
"Sea-bound sailors, we have gone
To our stations in the dawn,
Watched you rise at break of light.
Watched your plane limp home at
night.
Angels orbit 'round your sack!
We appreciate you, Mac!

WELCOME STUDENTS
W1NSLOW STUDIO
Always Quality Photographs

During the past year, I have been
engaged in work from time to time
for the Office of the Quartermaster
General. It seems rather strange to
have to buckle down and be a soldier again after being on your own
and living like a civilian in all the
big cities in the East. But all good
things must end.
V-E day created very little excitement among the soldiers on this
post. We understand that there
were some great c e l e b r a t i o n s
among the civilians, especially in
the larger cities. But we've been
expecting V-E so long that when
finally the proclamation c a m e
through, there was scarcely any
disturbances. The fellows feel that
after all the war is only half won."
S/Sgt. Chuck Mallory doesn't
seem to like his new station. Island
X, somewhere in the big Pacific.
He finds it very unlike home — no
street cars I

Sgt. Bill Alderink dropped us a
line from Germany. He seems to
have covered the European and
African territory pretty well. He
hit Africa, Corsica, Sardinia, Engstreet without dozens of kids hang- land, Scotland, France, Belgium,
ing around and climbing all over Luxembourg, and Germany. Bill's
you shouting, 'Hey, Joel, Veectory.' work has been with radar.
Then they give you the sign with
Pvt. Richard Hoebeke former
their two little fingers.
Van Vleck janitor is now studying
I've toured most of the city in a engineering in an A.S.T.P. unit at
jeep getting out and walking when Stanford University.
I wanted to poke my nose in out
All of us on the campus were
of the way places. I sure found
very
glad to hear the news that
many interesting sights and places.
Don
Scholten
had been liberated
Chinatown especially interested me
from
a
German
prison camp and is
along with their junks and bum
now
resting
in
a hospital someboats.
where in France.
This is a melting pot for the
Cpl. Ed De Young is trying to deworld. Some are desperately poor,
cide
whether or not Oahu, Hawaii,
others have lots of money. Some
is
really
the "Isle of Paradise" it's
wear European clothing, some oricracked up to be.
ental — most of them rags. Some
people drive around in Buicks and
It's hard to realize that this is
Packards — others have over-orna- the last letter I'll be writing to you
mented two wheel carts pulled by collectively; it's been such fun maksmall horses. Some ride on carts ing new acquaintances with former
pulled by oxen or Carribou. The students and renewing acquaintvast majority walk.
ances of our contemporaries. Won't
Prostitution, vice of all kind, and you please keep writing to the ediblack market exist on a scale al- tors in order that they can keep
most beyond the human imagina- track of you next year so that the
tion. I sure could write a good Anchor can reach you with as little
paper for Prof. McLean now. It delay as possible. Maybe we'll meet
would put those Chicago trips to in a USO in San Francisco or New
York because Aunt Penelope reshame."
ports for active duty at Hunter
Pvt. Harvey Heerspink dropped College June twenty-eighth. Best
us a line from Pennsylvania. "I of Luck where ever you are from
finally bade farewell to Virginia all of us on the campus.
after spending the last fourteen
Your pal — o r pill in service,
A / S Polly Naas.

You, when we are in our sacks,
Keep the bogies off our backs,
And (Yah, Sharlie, ve vos dere)
Thursday,
Combed the Bettys from our hair.
May 17th, 1945 Fortune, watch this little guy
As he watched us from the sky,
Dear Editor:
Tomorrow is May Day. Again And whatever he's about.
on May Day comes a long-awaited Keep him flying! Roger. Out!"
event, the coronation of a new
Ens. Harry Steffens writes: "I
campus queen to reign throughout
have been having a wonderful time
the '45-'4r> season. Whispers have
in the Philippines. Have visited
been circulating. Everyone is anseveral of the smaller wlands and
ticipating. Who will wear Hope's
being the first to visit them my
crown ?
fellow shipmates and I were greeted
The story of a captain of the U. S. Medical Corps, describUnfortunately, all these whispers
ing his visit to Bouchenwald, bears out more fully the extent are not naive speculations. There with open hands. They gave banquets and held large celebrations in
of medical regression in Germany. The medical captain's have crept into the impressive re- our honor. It will be something IH
tour took him to the experimental hospital where prisoners gal rite feelings incited by doubt, long remember.
rumor, and prejudice. These underwere used as freely as animals for medical and surgical recurrents are harmful to the beauty
Met another Hopeite Charles Van
search. Here men were injected with typhus against their of such an event as May Day. Sug- Zylen several days ago. We had a
wills and hundreds of them did not survive, operations were gestions have been brought for- great time talking of Holland and A Pilot's
performed on internal organs in order to devise new surgical ward by a great number of stu- Hope. We both think Hope is more Twenfy-fhird Psalm
procedures. The medical captain, whose scientific training dents concerning a satisfactory or less a school for girls. Will she
By Polly Naas
lends authenticity to his testimony, described the beauti- method of preventing future sabo- be able to take the influx of men
tage and resolving the situation.
returning to her campus again? We
The Lord is my Navigator; He
fully equipped hospital — complete in every detail and spotOne of these suggestions I wish hope so! I'd like to see some more charts my course.
lessly clean. Pathological specimens from autopsied victims to put before the student body in Hope-Calvin battles."
Before I take off on my misof experimentation lined the shelves of the museum cases. the form of a proposal that, since
sion he gives me safe and peace(We are more or less of a girls
Yet this is one of the better and less dreaded concentration the election of a campus queen and
ful rest at my base: He soothes
school
now, but the future will
her
court
is
of
student
concern,
camps in Germany.
my mind with pleasant thoughts
know a bigger and better Hope, and
The guide told of a collection of pieces of tattooed human the method of election should be we are all looking forward to the of home.
conducted similarly to that emHe strengthens my faith in
skin. He recounted that the arrogant wife of the Bouchen- ployed in the election of other stu- day that we resume those super
Him and in my crew: He charts
wald commander was accustomed to attend inspections of dent-representative offices, such as Hope-Calvin games. Ed. Note.)
a safe course through wind and
Some day all of you Hopeites
prisoners for lice and that whenever she happened upon a is used in Student Council elecstorm, for He is a great Naviought to be able to have a bang-up gator.
tatoo that particularly pleased her, she turned in the pris- tions.
My proposal is that supenised reunion in the Philippines; we are
Although I shall fly through
oner's number. He was subsequently done away with, his
ballot boxes be placed in several getting more and more letters from flak and enemy fire, and Death
skin tanned, and the tattooed section made into a lampshade central places on campus where that general vicinity every day.
will strive to control my plane,
for the gnadige Frau Kommandant. To support his tale, the students may register alphabeti- Ph. M 3/c John Geary dropped a I shall not fear for my safety:
guide pulled out of his pocket a tanned section of human -ally to vote, making it possible line to say: "We arrived here by for He is beside me; His chart
plane last week and are all set to
chest, inrticably and brilliantly tatooed, which he had stolen for everyone to vote. Of late the go to work if our equipment ever and compass assure me.
voting
has
not
been
entirely
repHe plots my safe escape,
from the museum. A bit of slanguage turns poisonous in our
catches up to us. I'm afraid that
mouths upon being spoken — all that the people who are resentative due to the fact that the we have a big job on our hands. though I am within range of
being subjected to these foul acts in the name of the State date of the election is not previ- Our unit is small — only two other mine enemy: He sustains my
ously announced and a number of
spent body; I have an inner
can hope for is to save their own skins.
students unfortunately miss chapel enlisted men and one officer. Howpeace.
ever, I think that we have the makThere are obvious lessons in this for us. Our own country on that day.
Surely He will bring me safely
The tabulation of votes, as here- ings of a good team.
has not been left unscathed by political intolerance and
through the skies as long as I
Until thirty days have gone by I
subjugation. Let us, in viewing our own progress, think of tofore, should be in the hands of a will not be able to tell you my last shall fly: and when I complete
committee, with provisions for
Bouchenwald and profit from the knowledge that intolerance checks-and-balances. The honor of station. There are 7,085 islands my last mission I shall return
to His field and abide there fordoes not become tolerance by virtue of being universalized. campus queen is one which should that compose the Philippines, half ever.
fall to the Junior girl receiving of which are unnamed and uninthe greatest number of votes, these habited. The island that we were
votes cast on the basis of popu- on was perhaps the second to the Three R's of College Life
larity and attractiveness. There most primitive, wild and unknown
The 3 R's of school are Rising,
will be no room for debate or for island.
Here, it is just the opposite. It Rushing, and Retiring, of which
error as the girl receiving the
greatest number of votes will auto- was formerly the center of culture, rifling is the most difficult Rifling
education and refinMnent. I am not ifl hard because we don't rush to
matically become queen.
In the hope that this will help allowed to aay where I am but if retire. Rushing is necessary beus to regain our former unbiased you can take one gueaa, you'll be cause we retarded our rifling. After
delight in May Day, I submit these •are to hit i t I can aay that I am rifling we rush to review our readin a dty — or the remnants of a ing, 'riting, and 'rithmetic. Retirsuggestions.
city that has seen total war. To get ing is then necessary because we
Sincerely,
a truer picture imagine yourself in spend all our time rushing a f t e r
CONSTANCE M. CRAWFORD the center of N.T.C. or Chicago rifling.

Lef+er to Hopeifes

months there and along the Atlantic Seacoast. I am now in the
mountainous region of Pennsylvania about twenty-two miles from
Harrisburg. Not quite so hot here
as in Virginia but very rainy. At
the present time we're awaiting
shipping orders to places unknown.

The end of our busy year is fast
approaching, and we certainly will
miss all the gay out-of-town trips
we've had this year. The underclassmen will have lots to look forward to, but for the Seniors it will
be just a memory. But such memories!
Wasn't Ruth Ann's recital lovely? The program, varied and interesting ( was pleasant to listen to,
and Ruth Ann's singing — well, she
certainly can give out!! The
French number was especially
lovely — even if you don't "listen"
French! We'll be looking forward
to more such recitals next year.
The quest for cars is a t an end,
and Glee Club will stay on campus
from now on. You lucky people,
who wouldn't think of going home
early, will be well rewarded a t
the Glee Club concert. Everything
will be real gay, lots of alumni, a
get-together under the pines afterward and, of course, the concert
itself.
Choir will carry through the
Baccalaureate Service, always an
mpressive ending to one's college
life. YouH want to stay f o r that,
too.
As another successful musical
year draws to a close, let'a flay
"so long" to the Seniors. WeVe
worked hard, but we've had fun.
lere'i to more of both in the future.
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May Day Goes Overseas to Hope Gl's;
Rypstra Called Leading Sweater Boy

The Song To Wynand Wichers

Should you ask me, whence these Hear the voices of the co-eda
stories ?
Hear them give the song "Messiah"
Whence these legends and tradi- Hear the speakers give us wisdom
tion?
Words to aid us on our way
I should answer, I should tell you Hear our teachers lead devotions
Fast beside the inland ocean
Hear our students pray.
Offspring of another nation
Dwell the dutchmen light in color We would tell of more traditions
Dwell the dutchmen strong and Of the sophomores and the freshmighty
men
Dwell the dutchmen of a brogue
Come to join the annual pull.
Asking but for peace and living. Gather they beside the river
From all the excitement of the
them, and especially those of the
Wildly glaring a t each other:
c'afa of '46, so they can know all hour, I remember: Marge Gysbers
In their faces stem defiance
the little things that will make scream when she was named for In the land where tulips flourish
In the land of celery rows
In their hearts the feud of ages.
May Day real to them.
the court . . . Elsie Parsons in her In the land where lake breeze cools In their pulls the wrath of victory.
The day started with chapel of
them
Then Wichers — with a band of
course. It's funny, isn't it, that no 'ovely light green formal who was
judgment
matter what is to follow during the so excited she could hardly walk to In the land where beauty grows.
day, chapel is always the same the throne . . . The last minute of Founded they a Christian college Speaks to them with voice majestic
Sophomores defeated.
staid routine . . . Then two classes suspense while Ev Everse read the Founded they a school for knowledge
Ah, how the mighty have fallen.
with that feeling of excitement
list of queens . . . The glorious
Founded "Hope."
hovering in the air and ready to
ninutes
while
the
beaming
Queen
drop down on us . . . Buzz-buzzShould you ask of our traditions
buzzin' about who will be queen — Libby ascended the throne.
From here I get my story, my We would tell you of our parties,
someone said, "Place your bets
legend and traditions.
Of our teas and great receptions
At the banquet — M.C. Al Rypearly."
Here
have
passed
those
seeking
Where the co-eds join together
stra being just himself, and how
knowledge
Join
to meet the school's professors
At 10:30 the track meet started. we loved it . . . Dr. Wichers rackHere
have
passed
those
learned
Join
to mix their social laughter
Milly Scholten kept things in tow,
ing his brain for a joke back at AL
few
With
the laugh of newer friends
and of course Jack was there too
From
the
play
—
It
looked
like
Here
have
passed
the
happy
living
Join
to
feast on sugared doughnuts
. . . Quite a scene it was — gay
colored shorts, loud shirts with Bunny Goff just washed her face Laughing, playing and forgiving. Join to drink of homemade punch.
dungarees . . . And speaking of ind couldn't do a thing with it . . . Here I get the song I sing you
The song to Wynand Wichers. We would tell you of our college
colors, "Sweater Boy" Rypstra D i c k Vriesman looking perf'ly
Of its teams in action given
looked quite "slurpy" (a la Her- •ulorable in a flowered jacket . . .
Guided by their coach. Prof. Hinga
mance—class of '48) in that flashy Claire Peterson — we like her hair You who gather here together
Trained in skill and accurate
orange sweater.
Gather
here
for
lives
enjoyment
.hat way — was excruciating all
playing
Drewy Miles bet on Luella Pyle over the place . . . Tim Harrison Gather here for song and laughter
You
should ask and we would tell
Listen
to
this
simple
story
in the dash. He said it was easier brought out a new way to wear a
you
In
tribute
to
our
leader.
to pick girls than horses . . . kerchief.
Listen to the song I sing you — How they played the mighty Brit"Coach" stood around and kept up
And then it was over — one more
ons
The Song to Wynand Wichers.
everybody's morale. What would happy May Day written in the
How they dealt the Calvin team
we do without him . . . Long about pages of Hope's history. Here's
How they beat their Alma brothers
noon things adjourned for lunch.
hoping all the G. I.'s will be here Came he to this inland college
How they won 'ore strong Kazoo.
This man of many letters
Baseball was the feature of the for the next one.
Tell
of yells and tell of cheering
afternoon. Frosh girls played the
And in closing — a Tribute To Came to make our college prosper
Tell
of
hopes and tell of fears
Came to be the students' guide
sophs on one diamond. By the Queen Libby:
Tell
of
spirit left undaunted
sound of it all, it must have been Your capabilities and ever-winning Came to aid them in their purpose
Tell
of
Hope's fraternity.
Came to teach and learn them
a great game . . . Seniors had three
way
right.
girls out so they drafted some The friendliness a n d kindness
Came one year a throaty singer
freshmen to help them play the
shown each day
Good in looks as well as throat
juniors. Rose O'tfay made one Your untiring efforts in your work Spoke he first in Convocation
Came he from a different section
point for the senior team, and the
and in your play
Years ago half score and four
Of the tribe of Cavanaugh.
juniors chalked up twelve.
Have won our respect and obei- Spoke he then of dedication
He it was who led the students
sance.
To the youths and college here
Sgt. Andy Van Slot drove up
Voices blended sweet and clear
To the freshmen spoke he 'specially
along the side lines and watched
To produce the famous pageant
for awhile . . . Miss Ross sat in her Your lovely smile that lights your Of their hopes and of their fears.
1942 — the year.
pretty face
To them gave of wit and humor
car and nearly caught one of the
balls . . . The boys played later. I As you pass among us with a To them gave of calm assurance — Dutchmen from throughout the
queenly grace
This too was his freshman year!
hear there was a scout from the
country
And
ascend the throne to take your
Yanks watching.
Gathered here to meet and see—
rightful place,
Should you ask of our traditions
The decorations committee was
Leaders from our countries'
Has
won
our
friendship
and
our
Of
our manners and our ways
in and out of the gym all day long.
churches
love.
Of the way we do our studies
The gals made paper roses and colGuiding us in liberty
Of the way we work and play
ored streamers . . . "Jackie Jack
Came the princess of our Mother's
fixed the tables while Myke Kleis
We would take you through our
Nation —
tore her hair out trying to find a
chapel
— Juliana —
way to requisition candle holders
Breathe its beauty and magnifi Came to see her sons and daughters
; . . Dr. Wichers wandered in and
cence
Came to see a bit of Holland,
worried about the chairs being late,
See its pillars and stained windows Where her praises always ring
due to three funerals in town that
Tri-Alpha's spirits were high See its chancel and carved benches Came to see our Christian college
had to use them first.
despite the rain on May 11, the day See where God is worshipped.
— Hope —
Nobody could figure out how to of their Spring party. Cars loaded
open the folding tables till Patty to the roof left the chapel at 4:30
Haakins came along and showed for Vander Schel's cottage on the
them . . . There was a trellis at the lake. The remainder of the afterdoor, covered with paper roses. noon was spent in playing soft ball
Miss Lichty came through it and and hiking on the beach. Then
oh'd and ah'd at the decorations, came the food, luscious hamburgs,
which spurred the committee on to chocolate milk and ice cream. Coach
higher things — like Don Ingham and Mrs. Hinga acted as chaperons
on top of the ladder, leaning for- and their presence really made the
ward and swaying left to put up party the great success it was.
the false ceiling.
There was group singing in the
Out in the Pine Grove, Marge snug living room. Coach taught
Gysbers was supervising the throne some songs he knew as did some of
AboTC C. T h o n a t Store, 32 W e f t 8 t h Street
decorations . . . Louise Hove seemed the other guests. The singing was
to be getting all tangled up in accompanied by Bill Gee's sweet
Scotch tape . . . Joldy had quite a potato, Bill Brandli's harmonica
lime teaching Marge how to ruffle and Jim M us tee's guitar. Joyce
the edges of crepe paper.
Sibley and Cal Hermance added
Alluva sudden everybody scam- their talents. Joyce sang "I Wanta
pered home to polish their nails and Get Married" and Cal, "I Can't Say
lake down their hair . . . Then the No". Games such as honeymoon
scene changes. Setting, the Pine relay were organized.
(irove; Time, 6:30; Characters,
It really was a wonderful party.
DRUG
Hope Student body, alumni and With Coach's pepper, it couldn't
E E I G H T H ST. - 166 W . I I - ST
help be a success — rain or no rain.
friends.
And so the rain subsided f o r a
The freshman girls, looking all
glorious May Day. That was a
good beginning. At least I think grown up in their multi-colored
we all woke up ready to sing formats, lead the procession . . .
Alcor . . . Queen's court — Jan Bo"Happy May Day to you . . ."
But when these special campus gart wore the corsage Rusty sent
activities roll around, we always . . . Queen Mary Elizabeth smiled
think of those service men who graciously at her subjects as she
should be here. This is written for ascended the throne.

Rain Didn't Dampen
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Did someone mention a house
party ? "That's right down our
line," say the Thesaurians who
held their house party at "The
Mooring" on the week-end of May
11. Very little sleep was to be had
at "Great Scott," the scene of
rowdy games and gay feasting, as
Should you ask us of our Wichers the good time got under way. The
Of our leader — guide — and
game room was the scene of pingfriend
We should answer, we should tell pong games, while outside badminyou
ton games kept several energetic
Much he's done to help our college freshmen running after "birdies."
Made it one of strength and last Baseball and tennis games were in
Built he here a stately building
session most of the aftemoon in
Built of stone and solid tiles
spite of a little rain. The radio,
Built it for the world to see.
Built it for the science majors to victrola and piano were constantly
Come in and learn their lessons
in use, adding their bit to the genIvearn of chemistry and physics
eral noise. Everyone agreed there
Leam to mix the potent liquids
was nothing lacking in the line of
To discover when and why
Leam to face the world as doctors games and food — what would a
house party be without food! The
Leam to cure humanity.
freshmen served a delicious supper
We should answer, we should tell after which a meeting was held,
you
having as its these "Time." Janet
Of his dream yet incomplete —
Cut short by war's loud bugle cry. Huizinga led the devotions, and a
A dream to aid this inland college serious paper on "The History of
And its growing and enlarging
Time Telling Devices" was preAid its thrivings and ascensions — sented by Clare Peterson. It was
A dorm to house our coming youth then Marian Mastenbrook's t u m to
A dorm to give them proper living
A dorm for generations yet unsung look back into the depths of time
Who seek for knowledge at the to see some of the various mishaps
in which some of the sorority memfeet of truth.
bers
had become involved. Election
Funds we needed for this building
Funds he asked for
of officers was held, and the results
Funds he got — so again in our are a:s follow?: President, Marian
tomorrow
Mastenbrook; vice president, ClarWe can see the fruits of giving
ice Peterson; secretary, Louise EdWe can see a dream t u m living.
Thus the Song to Wynand Wichers. wards; treasurer, Janet Huizinga.

War has changed our inland college
Gone the boys to us so dear
Gone the slacks and old jalopies
Gone the strolling couple file
Gone the teams of football heroes
Gone to win another strife
Gone — but to retum again.

We thank him for his presence
with us
As friend to friend we stand.
Thank him for his way of living
His ideals, his goals, his dreams
Thank him for his words of wisdom
Thank him for his ready humor,
Thank him for his better wit,
Thank him for his steady guidance
in a time of dire need.
Thank him for his kind persistence
When the feet of youth did stray.
Thank him for a piece of laughter
In an uncertain day.
Thanks to him from all of us —
For a job finished and well done.
Now he leaves this inland college
Leaves to work on other goals
Leaves behind a better colle'ge
Better for his strength and purpose
Better for the dreams he cherished
Better for the dreams fulfilled.

KEEPER
RESTAURANT
Tasty Food
Served Right
Ralph Cumerford, Prop.

Student Council Cent.
vice-president
The two officers were selected
from the six candidates which were
nominated by the various sororities and Tri Alpha.
The Student Council president
will assume his duties next fall,
taking charge of all-college orientation activities and acting as leader of student government.
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Sibylline Alumni Tea
Held in Van Raalte

"Emmyitcs" Prove
They Can RaxeRoof

On Saturday afternoon, May 19,
Radio Station WSIB broadcasted
on a coast to coast hook up to all
the Sib Mothers and Alumni from
their station in Van Raalte Hall.
The announcer for this festive occasion was Maestro, Helen Wilhelm. Libby Romaine rushed in
breathless with a special communique, "A Tribute to Mothers."
(tuest soloist was Vera PenninRS,
who sang "That Wonderful Mother
of Mine." The WSIB commentator,
Harriet Hains read memorable poetic selections on Mother. A special studio "Orchestra" led byLois Van Wyck, played unforgetable melodies from the album of
songs. The special guest artist,
Donna Eby, told about when she
was a Sib. A commercial advertisement, the likes of which can't
compare to those of the major network, was wired across the country
by the alumni. Following the signing off, producers and audience
were
served
Station
WSIB
products.

Senior Look
At The Past

We hear the upper classmen Dear Diary:
saying, "Boy am I glad I don't
I'm almost a college graduate!
live in the Emmie House," but we It doesn't seem that four years of
know they are just jealous of the a great big thing called college life
will end two weeks from tonight
fun we have.
when I walk down the aisle of the
We did it again the other night chapel in a cap and gown.
and it sure was a bang-up affair.
Four years ago I must have been
A ten minute meeting was held to a funny little freshman doing some
appoint committees and then the of the same things this year's
lid blew off. Every room had some frosh are doing. I remember how
I felt when I first saw Hope. I
crazy capers planned and after the
had seen pictures of it, and I
meeting was the appointed time wanted to go under the arch that
for the unveiling. Peals of laugh- said Hope College, the very first
ter greeted all curiosity seekers— thing.
And then I came to know the
just an air of expectancy filled the
people here, the buildings, the
atmosphere.
special parts to campus life. It
The hour finally arrived; every- wasn't long till I felt like I really
one treaked down to the living belonged, like Hope had always
room properly- attired in P.J.'s and been part of my life.
There was the Y beach party,
hair in the pins. The program
and being rushed. There were the
opened with a greeting from the
football games at night, and HomeHOME ON LEAVE — trim in her Navy blues? The folks beam. They're proud of her work, proud of her
Upper West Side Six; Roy, Biddle, coming, and sorority and fraternUniform and proud of the way she walks and looks. Her friends envy her exciting Navy experiences.
Quant, Wiersma, Andre, and Van ity formal parties. There was snow
Leeuwen. Grace and Lillian read a and sleigh ride parties and exlittle snappy poetry and then came change dinners at the dorm. And
there were exams and term papers,
the Mystic performance of Ano
and riding through the woods at
and Demiando alias Johnson and Waukazoo with gym class.
By Edna May Richards
Demian; followed by the Greatest
And then it was spring. I reOne of the countries hardest hit by thla war is the NetherBallet Dancer in the World, Phil- member how hard we worked on
lands. The death rate has increased 600 to TOO per cent over
lous Deetrisonovitch. She was dis- the All-College Sing. I remember
1943. The Germans have stripped the country of almost every
spring parties at the beach and the
Elizabeth Romaine was crowned queen of Hope's campus paragingly introduced by Boot and Milestone coming out, and lazyfonn of transport. But the Allies are shipping food, including
accompanied by Sheerns. Brower, hours on the steps of the library
special preparation for the feeding of the starved.
in an impressive ceremony in the pine prove on May 18.
Dalenberg and Vermeer gave with with that certain person. And soon
No one could say the war with Japan will b»' over in a short
Eleanor Everse, president of the Student Council save a a bit of CHLO-Ealla "Spike" we all packed to go home. When
time if they remember the problem of supply. Shipping in the
short history of May Day and read the names of those girls Jones. The Lower West Side Six we came back again we were
Pacific has been scarce for nearly three and a half years. It's
a great credit to MacArthur that he won his quick Philippines
who were chosen for the Queen's Court and Alcor. Those presented an old fashioned mello- sophomores!
This year we were in the know.
campaign on what was, and still is a very slender line comon the court are Elsie Parsons, Marge Gysbers, Eleanor drama. Mrs. Aldrich climaxed the We were the ones that pushed the
pared to what Kuropean armies got.
Mulder, Betty De Vries, Elaine Prins, and Elaine Bielefeld. program with her Cow song. Mrs. freshmen down the fire escape durIt is expected to take four or five months instead of the
Alcor members are Dorothy At— Aldrich and Mrs. Holkeboer then ing their initiation. We knew all
original estimate of nine to ship men and supplies to the
kins, Susanne Leestma, Elizabeth
Group singing was led by Dick donated to the always ravenous about the pull and the Nykerk Cup
Pacific. This is not the only problem however. There is also
Romaine, Elaine Prins, Harriet Vriesman with Marian Ter Borg some edibles.
, Contest and how- to squeeze in a
the problem of making room where it isn't always easy to
Stegeman, Marjorie Van Vranken,
Did we retire tired? Ask Dr.;i night out when you didn't quite
at the piano. Thomas Boslooper
make it, of constantly building new bases.
and Dorothy Wyenberg.
j make your inarms.
and Frieda Grote sang two num- Wichers. He made special referOn May ninth, for the first time since December 5, 1!)41,
After the queen and court had
That spring the war, that had
ence the following a. m. about
the Manila Symphony Orchestra gave a concert. It was given
descended from the throne all went bers, "Without a Song" a n d
seemed just an rtem in the newsempty chapel benches.
in the ruins of the Santa Cruz church. Dr. Herbert Zipper,
to the gymnasium where the an- "Sweethearts" f r o m May Time,
papers, became a reality, and most
The above report was sent us by
a Viennese conductor arid vigorous anti-nazi conducted. He had
nual May Day Banquet was held, j Barbara Bilkert then read a parof the boys left for the sen-ice.
the Emersonian House with a reissued a call to all the old symphony players. When roll was takRev. Paul E. Hinkamp opened with ody of her own composition on
It was a new and different world
spectful request for printing priv;
en it was found fourteen members were dead, six missing and
prayer.
Hiawatha to Dr. Wichers, which
wailing for letters and not knowileges. Gladly we include this higheight sent word they couldn't come. The outstanding Filipino
ing what to do on Saturday night.
After the dinner Al Hystra, Mas-; rehearsed much of the History of
light
on freshmen escapading and
violinist and symphony concert master, Ernesto Vallejo, had
My junior year was exciting.
ter of Ceremonies, opened the pro-' Hope. Following this Miss Grote
are happy to spike all rumors that
been killed at Bataan.
There was an A.S.T.P. Unit on
gram by introducing the class | a n ^ ^ r - Boslooper again sang,
the Emmie House "is out of the
campus . . . Soldiers, but reallypresidents who toasted the new " ^ a " ' n K ' n Love and "Wanting running."
Last week in Washington, the Census Bureau released official
just like college boys, like the Hope
tabulations on the soldier vote. The servicemen showed overQueen Elizabeth. Tim Harrison ^ o i : - "
boys that were away. Once again
whelming preference for state ballots; further, that the states
gave the Freshmen toast, William 1 Carol Jean Hermance and Joyce
there
was somebody to walk around
had performed their jobs creditably.
Haak, Sophomare toast; Alan Stav- Sibley gave a humorous skit on
the
four
mile with on Sundayer, Junior toast, and Sarah Jack, | Robin Hood ending with a duet by
Of the eligible soldier voters, thirty per cent had actually cast
afternoon,
or
skate with on the tenSenior toast. Following this Dr. I the two. "Smoke Gets In Your
their ballots. Of 4,110,7r»7 stale ballots mailed out, about two
nis
court
on
wintry
days.
Wynand Wichers made his toast! Eyes" and "Make Believe" were
out of three were returned. In the twenty states where the federal
May
Day
was
our
May Day last
to the queen after which the queen the two numbers sung by the sexballot was valid only .'{.2 per cent of servicemen had used it.
year.
We
crowned
our
queen and
made her reply and announced the' tette composed of Harriet Hains,
Argentina has had much unrest recently. Students at the Unicourt
and
tapped
our
Alcor
girls.
winners in the track meet. She also j Frieda Grote, Ruth Ellison, Paversity- of La Plata staged the most serious riots since the
.
.
.
We
had
first
choice
in
picking
announced the results of Student, tricia Haskin, Ruth Ann Poppen
revolution of the government-appointed President Farrell, the
rooms for next year in the dorm.
Council election.
i and Elaine Scholten.
Confederacion General del Trabajo, threatened a general walkout
.
. , We were all tan before we
in support of striking packinghouse workers. Business is showing
Edna Mae Richards, president of
The final number was a producwent
home, and when we said goodresistance to government concessions to workers, offered in the
Alcor, thanked the student body fori tion of P&M entitled "Right About
1
bye,
we
knew we were not far from
hope of winning labor support.
their support and presented Dr. Face" which depicted life in the
the
home
stretch.
Wichers with money, which is to j year 2nj»5. Members of the cast
Traditionally Argentina's 40,000 university jtuJenls form one
And
then
at last we were mighty
be used in buying a new speedo- were Lois Hospers, Clarice Peterof the most vital democratic forces in the country and they have
seniors.
What
a glorious feeling.
graphic camera for the college, j son, Dick Vriesman, Dorothy Wybeen bitter in their opposition to the present regime. At La Plata
Only
it
never
meant
much to me
After this Eleanor Everse present-1 nenberg, Timothy Harrison, Bunny
they seized control of two university buildings and held on for
before.
It
meant
we
sat
up front
ed Dr. and Mrs. Wichers, and Prof. Goff, and Walter Groenewoud. Dihalf an hour until the police dislodged them. They charged that
in
chapel.
It
meant
practice
teachThomas Welmer with farewell gifts rectors were Glenna Gore, Cleo
the university President was a Fascist and had no place in public
ing
for
some
of
us,
and
offices
in
from the student body and each Vander Molen and Mrs. Bruce Van
life under the country's new alignment with the United States.
the
clubs
around
campus.
It
meant
made a reply.
Lee wen.
The Foreign Kconomic Administration is going in for largefinishing up our sequences and
scale farming. Already cultivating 5,000 acres on South Pacific
maybe a few more free hours. But
Islands, F.E.A. is taking on 15,000 more. Also well aloncj is a
I didn't feel any different.
dairy farm on Guam.
Th*»t is. I didn't until May Day
Paul A. Gautt, former head of the Depai f n . -il of Husbandry
h s t Frida'*. Put when I saw our
at the University of Hawaii has charge of this farm.
h;,s
- men ste-» ' V c Mid make way f->r
been allotted for setting it up and preliminary cstiinate.s imiic.iU'
n
new ' u^en vhen mv classmate-'
1
H..
..
tha* operation n ay run $1,000 or so a month. However, the
brought new girls un to the ^-.0.,
output will be p:icele.;s as servicemcn r-ay tlu» sick or v ou: led
ACCIDENT INSURANCE FOR
as Alcor members, then I felt ' ko
will rate a ylass of fresh milk next to going home.
HOPE COLLEGE STUDENTS a senior. An I when the new queen,
gracious and lovelv. sat al the banHolland Slate Bank Bldg.
ouet was toMSted by every chss
president then I felt like a senior.
1 felt sentimental too — reminiscent of four years packed full of
fun and excitement, work and play,
accomplishment a n d disappointment. It's hard to believe it's
(Successors to A. Steketee & Sons)
nearly- over.
Already- we've had letters from
the alumni association. Senior skip
day is over and the senior formal
reception at the president's home.
Now there's only a few classes, a
week of e x a m s , baccalaureate,
and then . . . graduation. The
end and the beginning. The end of
four years that have'been so full,
the beginning of a future that is
The Tailor .
bound to be full, and a funny little
lump in my throat that makes a
191/2 West 8th S W
full heart feel just a little empty.

In . . .

.

Digestion

Elizabeth E. Romaine
Crowned May Queen

H. M A R S I L J E

GROSSMAN'S
It's Playtime At Grossman's
Sports Shop
Slacks

NICK DYKEMA

$4.95 - $10.95

Shorts

-

Skirts, White,

-

Blouses

-

-

2.19

- 4.95
-

Sport Coats

3.79

Sport Slacks

Sport Shirts
c5? Good SYarf loo cMeet fflur friends
Sports Shop—Floor Two

PATRONIZE
Anchor Advertisers

Sweaters
Lokker-Rutgers €0.

I

With the balmy breezes floating I she went to see Midshipman Dave
past iny ears, and the bright sun- i lliller. From all reports it was
light shining in my eyes, your jnautical but nice.
reporter sits down to tell you the 1
All the seniors are having the
latest bits about Hope's personal- most miserable and wonderful two
ities on the loose.
weeks possible. Miserable because
there is so much last minute work
Men's I'nion party was climaxed
by a fire at v hapman'tt. Johnny 1to do, and wonderful for a million
Smallegan and Bob Schuller got 1 different reasons, like May Day, the
the bad end of the deal. They formal reception, senior skip day,
and a great big dream called gradwalked around in some one else's
uation, spelled with a capital G.
clothes.
All the out-of-towners are expectCleo \ ander Molen is kept Lusy ing friends and relatives too.
kissing the boys goodbye. She just
Willy Wilhelm is entertaining
sent Dick Fuller off to the Navy, "Blairy Mare's b. f.. Bill, who had
in time to meet her home town some navy business in town, and
fella. How come you always stick wanted to see Hope on accounta
to the Navy, Cleo?
because he's coming here some day.
Marcia De Young, the Chinese,
Tillie Oonk is getting ready to
keeps up on the latest techniques
middle-aisle it with Mr. Brouwer.
in love-making by reading novels.
Happy and Penny were both feted
Maybe she didn't know experience
with showers recently.
is the best teacher.
The seniors had quite a day of
Bill Sevier isn't a civilian any
their
skip day. They were so afraid
more. He spent his last evening
it
was
going to rain. They boardwith Joan Rypstra at the Tri Aled
ye
old bus and went to Mac
pha party. . . . We understand Timand
wound
up at Rose O'day's for
my Harrison is donning navy blues
records
and
food.
in the very near future.
P and M's latest production,
Right About Face, almost went on
the road, but they couldn't find
transportation to Percy Jones, so
they had to drop the whole deal.
And now Don Ingham has been
crowned king. On him it looks
good, we think.

Jeane Verberg has decided to
celebrate her birthday in Kansas
with that navy man of her dreams.
Mary Lois De Fouw was off to Chicago to meet her Lloyd who just
came back from overseas. It's thirty days of happiness for her, and
right in the middle of exams, too.

Jane De Witt and a few of the
"old ladies" of the senior class
voted down the idea of wearing
graduation caps the last week of
school. Oh well, I guess it's the
teacher attitude coming out already.

Well, chilluns, I have to rush
out and buy an umbrella with the
pennies I've saved up for a rainy
day — just in case the rain recurs. Have a nice vacation kidses
and lotza luck to the seniors. See
you next fall.
Love and kisses,

Arie Voorhorst s t e e r e d her
course south last week-end, when

Glee Club To Present Spring Concert

"Chick, Ain't We?" — Blue Jeans, Shirts; Mrs. Snow Directs
Fit Equals a Moderate Sized Tractor Girls' Production
The biggest clothes mania which
has hit college campuses since the
coming of the saddle shoe is the
blue jean, signs of which have become more prevalent by the day on
the L.S.U. campus. Men may groan
and faculty moan but, on thick or
thin, the blue jean carries on.
Clerks in men's stores have long
ago resigned themselves to the
diminutive and very feminine co-ed
who asks for "Boys blue jeans,
please, smallest size."
Size, though, is really irrevelant.
Though designers and fashion experts have tried admirably and
long to popularize fitted clothes
among co-eds, the Sloppy Jo sweater, old-fashioned nightshirt, and
bright plaid shirts have proved,
rather conclusively, that the gals
like their relaxing duds roomy —
enough for a moderate sized tractor. Therefore it matters not that
a 32-inch waistline is gathered in

to enclose a 24-inch waist, and,
illogically enough, that 36-inch
hips are squeezed into the 35-inch
measurement of the boys' jeans.
There is little variety in the
strict code of the "jeaners." They
wear them always with one leg
rolled, one down, a leather belt,
preferably fancy and saddle shoes
or moccasins. Draped like a graceful tow sack, the voluminous checkered or plaid shirt tops off this ensemble on chilly days.
We have yet to see the cooler
development in shirts brought by
the coming summer, or even whether the fad will brave the unabating storm of masculine opposition
and the Baton Rouge heat waves,
but for the present — "chick, ain't
we?" — Copy by Joan Yarbrough,
cartoon by Gregor Thompson in
the Louisiana State REVEILLE.
— This Collegiate World, A.C.P.

WHOOZIT.

You are Always

Come In and See Our Selection
of

WELCOME

SPORTSWEAR
Budget Dress Shop

AT THE

East Eighth Street

Mary Jane Restaurant

A most pleasurable highlight of
Commencement Week this year will
be the Girls' Glee Club concert. On
Monday evening, June 4, Mrs. Snow
will present "her girls" in a delightful program of music in the
Chapel. Listed on the program are
both sacred and secular selections
with a stirring patriotic group at
the start.
An innovation in the event will
')e a short cantata which has been
highly recommended by m u s i c
critics. It is The Singers which
tells the story of three singers sent
to earth from heaven. When a dispute arises as to who is the best
of the three the Great Master declares all three to be in perfect
harmony. The words of the cantata are taken from Henry W.
Longfellow's "The Singers" and
the music score is by Franz C.
Bomschein.
The old favorite "Bells of Memory" will be on the program and
is to be dedicated to all former
members of the club. The event
will be closed with the singing of
'he memorable Alma Mater. Betty
Van Lente will accompany the girls
and Betty Brinkman, Ruth Ann
Poppen, and Frieda Grote will be
soloists. There will be no admission charged, but a silver offering
will be taken.

V-E DAY
The battle hymn we leave but
partly sung.
Daring to dream that war's hostilities will cease;
We smell the air of freedom only
half-way won,
And face the final clash that
leads to peace.
The memory of our dead we
raise from out the dust,
Let fall a tear for loved ones
missing over there.
To honor them, who have this
day fulfilled our trust;
Lifting our eyes with hopeful
hearts and words of prayer,
Our souls are linked by chains
of common pain and love,
The joys and sorrows proudly
shared with brimming hearts;
A hand divine is guiding us
from up above,
And never once through dark
despair and hate departs.
Our faces now are turned to
conquests in the west;
• then, and only then, our
boys come home to stay.
The chains of bondage will be
loosed and we'll be blessed
With peace that far surpasses
what we've gained today.

Breeze thru summer
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DE FOUW'S ELECTRIC SHOP

C O N G RALULAT IONS SUCCESS!
PEOPLES STATE BANK
r

h,.

wishes for Hope College and The Anchor
the Success it Merits

SHADES

SUPPLIES

PICTURES

GIRLS IT'S HERE!
Du Barry

New STRAWBERRY Lipstick

For Anything In Fine Printing . . .

AND

New CREAM Face Powder

STEKETEE-VAN HUIS PRINTING HOUSE, INC.

Both For $2.00 Plus Tax

Visscher-Brooks

H O L L A N D S LEADING PRINTERS

9 East 10th St.

LAMPS-

Phones: 4337 and 9231

Holland, Michigan

INSURANCE
No. 6 East 8th S t
Holland, Mich.

HANSEN'S

DRUG

STORE

THE IDEAL DRY CLEANERS
"THE HOUSE OF SERVICE"

No place like home... Have a Coke

Cleaning and Steam Pressing

Cool? Of course — for it's a
summer-inspired suit created
to heighten your charm and
. Phone 2465 • W e Call For and Deliver
lower your temperature. Slim
CORNER COLLEGE AVENUE AND SIXTH STREET, HOLLAND and trimly tailored by Jaunty
Junior with a scalloped lapel.
In a luxury rayon. Skeleton
lined. Sizes 9 to 15.
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BEERNINK'S STUDIO

N«xt to Center Theater
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swing session at our house

COCA-COLA BOniiNG CO. OF QBAND RAPIDS

K Ym Mtarally Imu Coca CoU
IcaUtd by *« (riMAy a M m k t i *

l-Ccka. Bdk MM tW <MlHr »nt
' act eC TIm Cot>C«U Ci

$25.00

Portrait Photography

_As Featured in Glamour
Ezcluiive with u i

Remember: Service Men are Served
First-So COME EARLY!
Attention . . . Hope Students!

eanes

Have Yon Ever Tried Our Economy Fluffed Dry
Service at 10c per Pound?

A good way to put Welcome on the mat at your house is to have
ice-cold Coca-Cola ia tlie refrigerator. Have a Coke just naturally
means Be one of our gang or You're like one oj the family. Whenever
young folks meet for a song fest, chin fest or swing session,
ice-cold Coca-Cola is their symbol of companionship.
iOTTlED UNDER AUTHORITY O P THE COCA C O U COMPANY t Y

7 W. 8th St.

SAMPLE BUNDLE: 8 shirts, 2 drawers, 2 undershirts,
1 psjam*, 3 p a i n socks. 6 handkerchiefs. 3 soft collars, 3
towels, 8 wash cloths. Average weight, four pounds—40c
NOTE I : This is probably less than the parcel post
charge for sending home and return.
NOTE II: You may have any or all of the shirts in this
bundle finished a t 11 cents each.

MODEL

LAUNDRY,

97 EAST EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND

Inc.
PHONE 3625

8th St. at Central
Headquarters for....
ROBLEE, AIR-STEP
AND BUSTER BROWN
SHOES

SPAULDING'S
SHOE

STORE

-"-r. ' " " ' •
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Architectural Plans Of Post War Dormitory

W OMEN'S

SPORTS
By Millie

i. VW7 ! r r - T - ' t ' - ' » '
The May Day track meet uncovered some potential All American track stars — or at least some
stars who were plenty stiff the
next day. The beginning event was
the 75 yard dash which resulted in
Marian Reus first; Luella Pyle,
second; and Tommy Van Leeuwen,
third. Prof. I^ampen, who really
knows his math, said that Marian
won by 1/90 of a second. That's
calling 'em close — practically a
photo finish. The student body then
adjourned to watch the high jump
participants. Shirley Visser and
Pinks Mulder battled it out for top
honors with Shirley clearing the
pole at 4 ft. 2 in. to take first.
Pinks took second, and Es Bogart
third. The broad jumping pit then
claimed the center of attention.
Star performer for the juniors was
Elsie Parsons who couldn't figure

I

out where jo start running. Nevertheless, she upheld the honor of
the junior class. Sophomores, Luella Pyle, Marian Dame, and Viv
Dykema ended up in the one, two,
three spots respectively for broad
jumping honors. The sophs also
won the relay, and the winning
team was composed of Marian
Dame, Viv Dykema, Nellie Mae
Ritsema, Marian
Reus, Luella
Pyle, and Betty Van Lente.
Class honors were won by the
sophomores — with 25 points, just
a repeat performance of last year.
The frosh ended up with 12 points;
the juniors, 6 and the seniors, 0.
Luella Pyle compiled a total of 13
points for highest individual honors and the medal. Other individual scores were: Reus, lO'/i; Visser, 8; Dame, 8; Dykema, 7; Mulder, 5; Ritsema, 5; Van Lente, 5.
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In Our Library

$64 Question

Green Dolphin Street — Goudge —

Little Interference
Caused in Sports
To the baseball world, V-E Day
meant that the All-Star game
would be a probability this summer. However, the return of G.I.
athletes is not expected in any
great numbers. The appearance of
one star in almost any of the major league lineups could make that
team a pennant contender. The return of Dick Wakefield to the Tiger
lineup last year shows what one
player can do. On V-E Day, few
sports events were called off as
they had been for D-Day almost
a year before. Only two events
were postponed.
Western Michigan College now
holds its first State Intercollegiate
track title in fifteen years, and its
third in history. It became the
champion by defeating Michigan
State and Wayne in a three-way
track meet. Western owed most of
the victory to its Navy trainees.
Baseball Commissioner H a p p y
Chandler has an extensive program
in mind to promote sandlot baseball for boys. The local, regional,
and district areas will be supervised by baseball veterans whose
names will mean something to the
young boys. As this program would
keep the American boy physically
fit Chandler suggested that it might
even eliminate compulsory military
training. Part of the All-Star game
and world series intakes will contribute some of the funds; and the
American Legion, the Y.M.C.A.,
and other national organizations
will cooperate to accomplish this
end.
The 71st Kentucky Derby at
Churchill Downs is scheduled to
open June 9 with 155 of the thoroughbreds already entered for the
race. The historic race was first
run in 1875, and there has been no
interruption through four wars.
The winner receives the gold trophy and $75,000 in money. The ban
on all racing was lifted by war
mobilizer, Fred Vinson, but the
order that no special trains or
equipment be used is still in effect.
The major leagues have been
hampered by the weather so that
very few games were played during the past week. At the present
time, the Giants and Yankees lead
in their respective leagues, but the
other teams are not far behind. In
fact, the Yankees, White Sox, and
Tigers are separated by only half
a game. The 1944 champions will
have to start winning their games
if they wish to repeat their past
performance.

This Collegiate W o r l d
(By Associated Collegiate Press)
In spite of the war and the resulting shortages and hardships
which drastically affect them, Russian college girls have a great deal
in common with those in America,
according to Maurice Hindus, noted
authority on Russia.
Hindus, whose bristly gray hair
makes him look just as a Russian
should look, continued in his
marked accent that they do not
have our good clothes, nor our good
food, libraries, classes, gymnasiums
and all the excellent facilities taken
for granted in colleges here, but
in their way of thinking, they and
American girls see eye to eye on
most subjects. The Russian college
Kirl is pre-eminently a career girl
—medicine appeals to her more
.han any other profession—and she
firmly believes that a family and a
career are perfectly compatible.
Hindus stated that despite pictures often seen in newspapers here
of feminine army personnel, who
serve in a limited capacity, but
vho are often found in the fighting
lines, Russian girls are "espousing
the cause of femininity." They are
even taught courses in dancing
(not the popular type) in high
school and college in order to further the cause of feminine charm,
nut he added that college girls
make the best snipers, a field in
which American girls have fortulately not had a chance to prove
themselves — Lidie McKinney in
he HORNET, Furman University.

Peak Enrollment For Universities,
Colleges, To Come After War Ends
of those who will be "candidates
for full-time e d u c a t i o n on the
higher levels." Previous estimates
hazarded by other sources and running as high as 2,000,000 veteranstudents after the war thus seems
far too optimistic.
The peak load for colleges and
universities will probably come a
year and a half after Germany's
and Japan's defeats, Clark believes,
as he warns that veterans will not
arrive on college campuses in a
rush, but will be distributed over
several years.
At the present, approximately
2,400 disabled veterans are now
studying in colleges and universities. No figure was given for discharged non-disabled veterans taking advantage of the Federal G.I.
Bill of Rights provisions for higher
education.
Veterans attending Kansas State
Teachers College recently decided
that t h e i r organization will be
known as the Ex-Service Men and
With student rolls in institutions
of higher learning this fall down
nearly a third below 1939, the last
normal peacetime year, the estimated flow to American campuses
after the war of 650,000 veterans

Winter Wheat — Walker — Story
for Federally-financed s t u d i e s
of girl from our western wheat
represents the chief hope of Ameribelt and her awakening to life's
can colleges and universities for
values.
rescue from the present dearth of
From Many Lands — Adamic —
men students."
Narrative dealing with the naBased upon statistics as to age
tionalities that have entered the
a n d educational qualifications of
armed forces personnel and upon
American melting pot and develstudies of postwar plans of a samoped into trustworthy citizens.
ple group of 10,000 service men,
Omas W. Clark predicts a b o u t The Art of Living — Maurois —
Treatment of every phase of hu650,000 as a "generous estimate"
man living.
Women Club or E. S. M. W. This
club is patterned after the voca- From Luther to Hitler — McGovtional club, the members of which
ern — History of Fascist-Nazi
were known as the *Vocates" who
political philosophy in Germany's
were active during the training
growth.
period following World War I.
Some of the objectives of this Mexico and Its Heritage — Greengroup are: (1) To aid members in
berg — A history of Mexico.
fitting themselves into the regular
College program, (2) to study and
keep abreast with veteran affairs,
new legislation, training and placements, (3) to aid new men and
women who come into the veterans
program, to get oriented in institutional affairs, (4) to study all opportunities of training, (5) to discover talent in the group, (6) social
affairs for the group and (7) a
sport program.
— AC?
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PERFECT D I A M O N D S
B. H. WILLIAMS
JEWELER
24 E. 8th St.,

Holland, Mich.

Air Service Command in
Italy — Sgt. Dan Carmichael of
Detroit spoke no Italian. The
Italian jewelry store proprietor
spoke no English. So Carmichael had a tough time explaining
that he wanted "Italy 1945" engraved on his heavy gold school
ring to send as a souvenir to his
wife in Pasadena.

SPECIAL
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Michigan Cleaners
I. HOLLEMANS, Prop.

Father's Day Cards
282 River Ave.
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COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE
AT

HOLLAND STATE BANK
Deposits Insured up to $5,000.00
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

WESTRATE'S
15 West 8th Street

Come and See Our Selection of

WASH DRESSES

ounc

"HOLLAND FURNACES
Make Warm Friends"
World's Largest Installers of Home Heating and
Air Conditioning Systems

WARM FRIENDS of Hope College

HTEI

WE ARE PROUD TO HAVE HOPE COLLEGE
AS OUR NEIGHBORS

BAKER FURNITURE FACTORIES. I N C .
MAKERS OF

CONNOISSEUR FURNITURE

For Your Foot-wear Need*

TULIP RESTAURANT

BORR'S BOOTERy

You are always welcome at the
Traditional College Restaurant

21 W. 8th St.

Phont 1821

*

41
5j

Established 1867

The Tavern with Best in Cuisine — Pleasing Surroundings

V
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John Vander Broek, Prop.

This Hotel Specializes
In Catering For Class
and Society Functions
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T. K E P P E L ' S S O N S

WARM FRIEND T A V E R N
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Fris Book Store

FAIRBANKS-MORSE STOKERS

*J
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Then Carmichael wanted to
know how long the job would
take. The proprietor didn't understand u n t i l t h e sergeant
wrote out his question on a
slip of paper. He told Carmichael it would be no trouble
at all. to return the next day.
The following day the sergeant came back. The ring was
ready. The old merchant handed
it proudly across the counter.
Carmichael took one brief look:
In beautiful block l e t t e r s
right across the face of the
ring were the words "HOW
LONG."

JUNIOR SIZES FOR JUNIOR MISS

Graduation Cards

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS AND VARNISHES

y

Open Saturday Evenings

and

COAL — BUILDERS' SUPPLIES
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Save

it

An historical novel, with the plot
woven around the lives of three
settlers in New Zealand. Exceptionally well-told.
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59 East 8th Street
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